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Polarization rotation effects in atomic sodium vapor are studied both experimentally and theoretically. Two
pulsed dye'laser beams propagate collinearly through a cell containing sodium vapor. The direction of
polarization of a linearly polarized dye laser beam of frequency co, is found to be rotated by a circularly
polarized beam of frequency co,. This rotation is due to the difference in refractive index at co, for right and
left circularly polarized light which is produced by the circularly polarized beam. When co, + co, is tuned near
the 3 S-5S two-photon transition of atomic sodium, this difference is primarily due to the dispersion associated
with the two-photon transition. Other sources of polarization rotation which were identified include (i) real
transfers of population to excited atomic levels due to collisionally induced transitions and (ii) optically
induced atomic energy-level shifts. The theory includes both the effects of two-photon dispersion and optically
induced energy shifts. The application of the two-photon polarization rotation effect as a fast, optically
controlled shutter or modulator and as a sensitive detection technique for two-photon spectroscopy are briefly
discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

We have recently described some preliminary
measurements' of a polarization rotation effect
which is produced by the dispersion associated
with a nearly resonant two-photon transition in an
atomic vapor. The polarization of a linearly
polarized dye laser beam of frequency ~, was
found to be rotated by a circularly polarized laser
beam of frequency ~, when ~, + e, was tuned near
the 3S —58 two-photon transition frequency of
atomic sodium. The observation of this effect in
potassium vapor has also been reported by 7. M.
Arutyunyan et al. and its application for purposes
of Raman spectroscopy has been discussed by D.
Heiman et al. A similar polarization rotation ef-
fect which is useful for saturation spectroscopy
has recently been repoxted by Wieman and
HKnsch. '

In this paper we report the results of more de-
tailed experiments on this rotation effect in atomic
sodium vapor. In addition to two-photon disper-
sion, we have been able to identify two other
sources of polarization rotation. These are (1)
real transfers of population to excited atomic
levels due to collisionally induced transitions and

(2) optically induced atomic energy-level shifts.
We also give a detailed theoretical derivation of
the effect which neglects the effects of collisions
and spontaneous emission but includes bqIt, ~ the
energy shifts and two-photon dispersiori.

The two-photon polarization rotation effect is
potentially useful in two respects. First, when
combined with a polarizer, a fast, optically con-
trolled shutter or modulator is obtained. ' Be-
cause of the great transparency of atomic vapors,
such a shutter can be used over a wide range of
the electromagnetic spectrum from the far-in-

frared to the vacuum ultraviolet. Second, the ro-
tation effect can be used as a sensitive detection
technique for high-resolution two-photon spectro-
scopy. This technique may prove particularly
useful in those systems for which two-photon
transitions are not easily monitored by means of
fluor esc ence.

The two-photon polarization rotation effect is a
result of the selection rules for two-photon ab-
sorption. A particularly simple case is an S-to-S
transition of an atomic alkali vapor. The selection
rules' for this type of two-photon transition are
such that the absorption of circularly polarized
photons requires that the two photons must have
opposite senses of circular polarization. Hence,
while a right circularly polarized control laser
beam at frequency ~, will induce the alkali atom
to exhibit an absorption resonance at 0 —~, for
left circularly polarized light, where 0 is the two-
photon transition frequency, no such absorption
resonance will be present for right circularly
polarized ra,diation. The 8-to-S transition will
affect only one of the two circularly polarized
components of a linearly polarized signal beam
at v, . Associated with the two-photon absorption
resonance is a dispersion susceptibility which is
directly related to the absorption through the
Kramers-Kronig relationships. By correctly ad-
justing ~., such that Q-co, is nearly equal to ~„
this two-photon dispersion can produce consider-
able phase shift for the left circularly polarized
component of oo, while avoiding significant ab-
sorption of either beam. The right circularly
polarized component propagates unaff ected. The
result is a simple rotation of the direction of
polarization of the beam at (d, . In general, the
combined effects of the absorptive and dispersive
parts of the two-photon susceptibility will cause
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the signal beam to become elliptically polarized.
Note that the induced resonance occurs at 0 —~„
and therefore this resonance frequency can be
simply adjusted with the control-laser frequency,

This ability to tune the resonance frequency
is important since it can considerably relax the
requirement of a chance coincidence with a reso-
nant atomic transition that has restricted the use-
fulness of many phenomena associated with single-
photon transitions. '

Single-photon transitions are also a source of
polarization rotation. The dispersion associated
with these transitions is modified by the control
laser beam. The modification occurs because the
control beam produces optical Stark shifts of the
atomic levels. Bonch-Bruevich et aL' have re-
ported the observation of optical birefringence
due to optically induced level shifts produced by
linearly polar ized light. Cir cular polarization of
the control beam light produces changes in the
single-photon susceptibility which results in opti-
cal activity and circular dichroism. In the follow-
ing section we present a theory which treats both
two-photon dispersion and the level shifts in a
unified manner to obtain explicit expressions for
the rotation effect for S -to-S two-photon transi-
tions. Section III describes the experimental ap-
paratus and the experimental results are given in
Section IV.

II. THEORY

The theory of coupled three-level systems has
been extensively discussed in the literature. ' %e
shall extend this theory to the four level system
shown in Fig. 1, in order that we may correctly

Q2= Q~

FIG. 1. Energy-level diagram: The four Zeeman
sublevels have the energies indicated and are connected
by matrix elements for circularly polarized light as
shown.

account for the possibility of coupling the atomic
system to radiation containing both right- and left-
handed circularly polarized components, and to
include simultaneously the effects of bo'h single-
photon and two-photon dispersion. The Levels
1-4 are the appropriate Zeeman sublevels of the
atomic system such that levels 1 and 3 are con-
nected to levels 2 and 4 by right circularly polar-
ized transitions and levels 1 and 2 are connected
to levels 3 and 4 by left circularly polarized
transitions. In the absence of external fields the
levels 2 and 3 are degenerate in energy.

%e assume the atom is irradiated by a strong
circularly polarized control laser beam ~vhose

electric field is

E, =S,(x costs, t +y sin tv, t )

and a weak, linearly polarized signal beam

E, = 8, R'cos(d, t

=B,s(R' cost@,t +y sine, t)

+g,~(R costs, t —g sin~, t) .

The assumption of a weak signal-probe las er beam has
been made to simplify the theory. The interaction
of the control beam with the atomic system will
be treated exactly aod the weak signal beam will
be treated as a perturbation.

In Ref. 10, a derivation of the two-photon sus-
ceptibQity is given in which the signal and control
beams may have comparable intensities. That
derivation was concerned with the region in the
immediate vicinity of the two-photon resonance,
and hence the effects of optically induced level
shifts on single-photon transitions were not in-
cluded. Polar ization rotation effects, however,
are due to the dispersive part of the two-photon
susceptibility and this dispersion extends to re-
gions which are significantly detuned from the two-
photon resonance. In these regions the effects of
the opt-ically shifted single-photon resonances can
be comparable to the effects of the two-photon
resonance. Therefore, we have extended the
derivation of Ref. 10 to include the optically in-
duced shifts of single-photon resonances.

The interaction of the strong control laser beam
causes the initial unperturbed atomic states to
change into new "adiabatic states"" or "dressed-
atom states"" which consists of linear superposi-
tions of the original unperturbed states. The new
"adiabatic states" are obtained as follows. The
Hamiltonian X which describes the atom and the
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interaction between the atom and the applied light
is assumed to be of the form

X=K -I' E -P E

=X, —P ~ E,

where X, is the unperturbed atomic Hamiltgnian,
and P is the electric-dipole-moment operator. The
matrix elements of P are

,j

Pi4=P4X =P23= P32 =0

P2 —P2, —P,2(2 —2$),

P2 —P „Pl2-(R+2$),

P„=P,*,= P„(X+2y),

12~ —P42 —P2~(2 —Zg) .
Using the rotating-wave approximation we obtain

SQ, ,g ~ -$4J t
&2 0 0

0 0

0

0

0

~+i 4)~t
2 34

~+34e

gee now define the unitary operator

U
-jAt

where

o o o o

0 u2 0 0

0 0 m2 0

0 0 0 2v,

(6)

where

p =Tpr

and the effective Hamiltonian, X' is given by

X'=TXT '+kA

= TX,T '+RA —V,

where

V=T(P E )T '

and TK,T '+RA is diagonal with eigenvalues,

N, e, N,

-QN, N,

0 0

0 0

0 0

Nt, O.g Ng

A, , = Q + Q, —&ll2 —A, X 2
= qa +Q

„

g3 = Q4+ Q3 —3402 —A.4~ A,4
= 'gy +Q3 —()02 (14)

with

0 0 —o'g Ng Ng,

a [(P g )2 + q2]l/2 l . 0 [(P d )2 + ~2]i/2

o'a = Pl2 &2inal &2 = P2c&2/no

q. = -,'[(Q„-~, ) +[(Q„-~,)'+ 4(P„g,)']'"),
n2 = '[(Q.. ~-.) [(+Q., ~.)' 4(+P, h. )']"j,
Q2, = Q2 -Q„Q43=Q4 -Q3 .

may be transformed to

—=- [p', &')Bp 2

Bt k

The equation of motion of the density matrix, p,

—=- [p x]Bp
Bt I

The states which are obtained with the transforma-
tion, T, are clea.rly the eigenstates of the Hamil-
tonian, X„which includes the unperturbed atomic
Hamiltonian and the interaction with field 8, only.
These eigenvalues are accurate provided that the
rotating-wave approximation, which assumes
iQ» - &u2 i«Q», is satisfied. Because of the ad-
iabatic theorem of quantum mechanics, " an atom
which is initially in its ground state will remain
in the ground adiabatic state if the field 8, is ap-
plied adiabatically and 8, =0 (in the absence of
relaxation processes}. This adiabatic condition
is given as

t Bg, I

when he is the mistuning, Q, —Q, —(d, . Hence
the terminology "adiabatic states" is particularly
appropr iate.

By treating the interaction term -P ~ E, with
first order perturbation theory we can solve Eg.
(10) and obtain
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p gpl p/+ ~ /f2 12 lR
12 21 a y g~21 12

(P„+cI,o(I, P,4)B,ge ' "
31 12

N, N~(n, P~~ —n(,P»)(v, ~~e
'~ »~'

41 12

with aQ other p,-,- =0 and where we have defined

A.;&
= A.

&

—A.,- and ~„=&, —~,. Here, again, the
antiresonant terms have been neglected. The
polarization is obtained with the relationship

&»= Tr(p p),

where p(t) is obtained from p'(t) through the re-
verse transformations

p(t) =T 'p'(t)T . (18)

The result for that part of the polarization which
oscillates at the frequency ~, is

N,'P'„h I(ex cos(d, t+ y sin(d t() N,'NL(P»+o. , a(, P„)8 )L(x coscdt —ysin(dI t)

N', N,'(n, P„-a(,P»)'g»(x cos(d, t —g sin(d, t )+
X41 —k(d I 2

(19)

This expression for the polarization is composed
of several components which can be readily iden-
tified. The first term is the contribution to the
polarization due to the allowed single-, photon
transition, 1-~, and interacts only with the right-
hand circularly polarized component of the signal
beam. Note, that this polarization is a function
of the intensity of the control beam. The control
beam produces energy-level shifts which cause
A» to be modified. The polarization rotation ef-
fect produced by these level shifts will have to be
properly included into any theory of the line shape
obtained when using the effect for purposes of sa-
turation spectros copy. '

The second term interacts with only the left-
hand polarized component and is made up of two
parts. The first part results from the allowed,
1-3 single-photon transition, while the second is
the polarization of a three-photon transition be-
tween levels 1 and 3. (Transitions involving more

than three photons are forbidden as a consequence
of the rotating wave approximation. ) The final
term is responsible for two-photon transitions be-
tween levels 1 and 4, and it also interacts only
with the left circularly polarized component of
the signal beam. This two-photon term has two
contributions which correspond to the two possible
intermediate states which contribute to the two-
photon transition. %bile we have included the
possibility of two intermediate states in the cal-
culation, there may only be one (for example if
3P,~, is the dominant intermediate state) or there
may be many. There may also be more than one
possible final state (for example in the case of
S D two-pho—ton transitions). These cases may
be handled in the same general way, although
numerical methods may be necessary.

Ef the control laser power is low we can expand
EIl. (19) and obtain the following expression for
p s

2P2 02

P P PI~ P4~
) (fl„—~, ) )i(O„—td, ) ) 0„—(~,

1 1
+ (X COS(d It + g 8111(dIt)

21 I 21 2

(
1 1

31 I ~21 2

(2 cos(d, t —y sin&d, t),+ (d2

(20)

The rotation effect is proportional to the difference in the bulk susceptibilities for right and left circu-
larly polarized light. This difference hx is equal to

PI3P43
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where jeff is the effective atomic density for atoms
in the ground state

~
1) and we have made use of

the relationship Q» =Q». This calculation must
be repeated for each possible ground sublevel with
the total difference susceptibility equal to the sum.

When ~y+Rp . Qgy the effect of the two-photon
dispersion dominates the level shifts and
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where we have explicitly included a sum over all
possible intermediate levels. (Levels

~
n) are

connected to ground by 6 m& =+1 transitions where
levels

~

n') are connected to ground by b, m& = -1
transitions. }

The angle of rotation, 4, of the signal beam after
traversing a cell of length I, is given in radians by

(23)

The expressions for the polarization and suscepti-
bility given above show two distinct resonances as a
function of the control-laser frequency ~,. One re-
sonance occurs when e, is tuned near the ground state
to intermediate state transition (a&, = 0„)since the
level shifts are then maximized. The second reson-
ance occurs at the two-photon resonance 4)] +(lop Q4].
No resonance is found in the region(d, = Q4, although
one might expect one on the basis of the following. It
has been shown that one can obtain large level shifts
of levels 3!and 4 if the atoms are irradiated by a
laser tuned near 0„.(See, for example, Ref.
14.} This shift of level 3 would be expected to
produce an intensity dependent change in the
susceptibility due to the 1-3 resonance transition,
and this change would have a singularity at

Q4L3 How eve r, caref ul examination of a pre-
vious derivation" of the two-photon transition re-
veals that two-photon transition matrix element
also has a singularity at ur, =Q„[seeEg. (18) or
(35) of Ref. 10]. Apparently when both effects are
taken into account, the effects of the shift of level
3 on the susceptibility are cancelled by this change
in the two-photon transition such that no resonance
occurs at (d, =Q„.

III. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

The experimental set-up is schematically illu-
strated in Fig. 2. It consisted of two pulsed dye
lasers which were pumped with a single nitrogen
laser. The bandwidth of the signal laser was 0.1
A while the control laser had about a 0.3-A band-
width. The outputs of the signal and control lasers
were spatially filtered and passed through linear and
circular polarizers, respectively, before they

FIG. 2. Experimental set-up.

were combined and directed with a beamsplitter
into the vapor cell. A stainless steel heat-pipe
oven" served to contain the vapor. At the low-
sodium densities (N= 3 x10'» cm ') which were
used in our experiments, it was not possible to
operate the oven in the heat-pipe mode, as sev-

. eral Torr of argon buffer gas was required to
protect the oven windows. Thus all of the Na
atoms were exposed to dephasing collisions from
Ar atoms as well as other Na atoms. However,
the resulting pressure broadening was small (on
the order of a few natural linewidths) and thus had
negligible effect.

Experiments were performed with both focused
and collimated beams. In each case the diameter
of the control laser beam was kept 2-3 times that
of the signal beam in order that the signal beam
would see a fairly uniform control intensity. With
focused beams the control laser peak intensity in-
side the vapor cell was as high as 1.6 x10' W/cm'
while that of the more tightly focused signal beam
had a maximum peak intensity of 2. I x 10' W/cm'.
The focused beam waist radii of the control and
signal beams were measured with a Reticon photo-
diode array and found to be zo, = 2.4 &&10 ' cm and
zo, =9.7x10 ' cm, respectively. In the case of
collimated beams, the control and signal beams
had beam waist radii of zv, =0.15 and zo, = 0.05 cm
and peak-power densities of 4 x10' W/cm' and
10' W/cm', respectively. In both cases, the
power densities were often reduced by insertion
of calibrated attenuators in either or both beams
at locations before the combining beamsplitter.

After passing through the vapor cell, the signal
beam was isolated with an interference filter and
passed through an analyzing polarizer before de-
tection with a silicon photodiode. The diode's
output was processed with a boxcar averager and
displayed on an x-y recorder whose x axis was
driven by a potentiometer which was connected to
the grating drive of the control laser.

The control-laser pulsewidth was approximately
6.5 nsec lang while the signal laser pulsewidth
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TABLE I. Relevant transition paths.

State Path 1

138„,(m= =,)
13P,(,(m =-,)

3
3P3(2(m= -z)

1
58)(2(m = -z)

1
38((2(m = z)

3
3PS(2(m = z)

1
3P3(2(m = —z)

1
58«, (m=-, )

1
38(g, (rn = -z)

1
3P)g~(m = z)

158«, (m = ——,)

Path 4

1m=z)

1
3Pgg (m=-—

)

58gg2(m =—
)

was only 4.5 nsec long. The optical paths from
the lasers were adjusted such that the signal
laser pulse arrived within the control-laser pulse
and hence the rotation experienced by signal pulse
was essentially constant in time. Thus the integrat-
ed pulse energy measurement made by the ph««i-
ode and boxcar were fairly accurate measures of
the actual transmission through the polarizer.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

All of our experiments were conducted in Na
vapor and utilized the 3S-5$ two-photon transition.
The signal laser was tuned near the 3S-3P funda-
mental transitions (between 5870 and 5910A) while
the control-laser wavelength was tuned over the
range from 6150 to 6300 A. The relevant atomic-
energy levels for the m& = a —,

' ground states and
for the 3P,y, and 3P,~, intermediate levels are
given in Table I. The levels ar e labeled 1-4 in ac-
cordance with the theory given in Sec. II.

We initially observed polarization rotation ef-
fects with focused. beams and with the signal
laser tuned at 5891 A, 1 A from the 3P,~, inter-
mediate-state resonance. Figure 3 shows the
sign and magnitude of the angle of rotation as a
function of detuning from exact two-photon reso-
nance. In this experiment, the angle of rotation

was determined by rotating the analyzing polar-
izer, the mistuning from the two-photon reso-
nance was varied by tuning the control laser, and
the control-laser intensity was maintained at a
constant 1.3x10' W/cm'. The behavior of the
angle of rotation is clearly in qualitative agree-
ment with the dispersion associated with the two-
photon resonance line. The asymmetry between
the short- and long-wavelength sides of the line,
which we had attributed to self-focusing and self-
defocusing effects in an earlier publication, ' will
be shown later in this paper to be a consequence
of the level shifts.

The dependence of the rotation angle on control-
beam intensity was also measured. The signal
laser was tuned at 5891 A and the control laser
at 6159 A, i.e. 1 A from both the 3P,y, inter-
mediate-state resonance and 3S,/, -55,/, two-
photon resonance. Figure 4 shows the rotation
angle and the transmission through a crossed
polarizer as functions of the control-beam inten-
sity. The angle is seen to be linearly proportional
to the control-laser intensity with a slope of
3.1 x10 ' deg/(W/cm'). Since the mistuning from
two-photon resonance is small, level shifts are
not important, and Eqs. (23) and (22) may be used
to obtain a calculated slope of 1.6x10 ' deg/
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and the two-photon resonance is 1 A.
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(W/cm'). (This calculation employed dipole
matrix elements derived from tabulated values
for 3S-3P and 3P-5S oscillator strengths. ) In
view of the uncertainties involved in our measure-
ments, experiment and theory are in good agree-
ment.

We repeated our measurement of the dispersion
of the angle of rotation using an analyzing polar-
izer set to be crossed to the initial signal-laser
polarization. The transmission through this polar-
izer was plotted vs the frequency of the control
laser on an x-y recorder. Figure 5 shows the
transmission observed as the control laser was
tuned over 150 A. The signal-laser wavelength
was 5888.7 A. Two features are to be noticed.
First, the transmission decreases at exact two-
photon resonance due to strong two-photon absorp-
tion. Second, the transmission is clearly asym-
metric about the two-photon resonance with the
signal dropping to zero at. a control-laser wave-
length of approximately 6150 A. This asymmetry
is produced by an interference between the effects
of the two-photon transition and the effects of the
level shift on the single-photon resonance transi-
tion. Figure 6 shows an expanded view. The line
curve in Fig. 6 is a calculated curve using Eqs.
(21) and (23) which was obtained with no adjustable
parameters except for a normalization factor.
This type of interference effect between two differ-
ent contributions to the susceptibility is quite
striking and provides direct conformation for the
ratio of the 3S-3P and 3P-5S oscillator strengths.
Similar interference effects between distinct con-
tributions to a nonlinear susceptibility have re-
cently been observed by Lotem and Lynch. "

Figure 7 shows data obtained with collimated
beams and the analyzing polarizer again set such
that it is crossed to the initial signal-laser polar-
ization. The transmission through this polarizer
is plotted vs the frequency of the control laser.

15-
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FIG. 6. Transmission of signal beam through crossed
polarizer. Experimental conditions as in Fig. 5. Points
are experimental; solid line is theory as given in text.

Several traces are shown corresponding to differ-
ent wavelengths of the signal laser. Two resonan-
ces are found. One resonance occurs at the
3P,~,-58,~, transition frequency while the second,
which corresponds to the two-photon resonance,
occurs at 0-e„where AQ is the energy separation
3S-5S and ~, is the frequency of the control laser.
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FIG. 5. Transmission of signal beam through crossed
polarizer. Signal laser tuned at 8888.7 A. Control-
laser intensity is 1.5 x 10 %/cm . Line is drawn through
data points to aid the eye in following data.
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FIG. 7. Transmission of signal through crossed polar-
izer vs control laser frequency for several signal wave-
lengths. Control laser intensity is about 10 W/cm .
Vertical scale is not the same for each run.
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The vertical scale. for each trace is different.
The signals increase rapidly as the signal laser is
tuned closer to the 3P intermediate state resonan-
ces. Figure 8 contains data which illustrate the
resonant enhancement" obtained when one tunes
the signal laser close to the intermediate state.
The vertical axis corresponds to the peak two-
photon rotation signal normalized to the square
of the control intensity (the signals were always
kept small enough such that sin'C =C'), while the
horizontal axis is the signal laser!wavelength.
The solid line is calculated with no adjustable
parameters other than an overall normalization
factor. (Since the detunings from exact two-pho-
ton resonance are small, level shifts may be ne-
glected. ) The agreement between theory and ex-
periment is satisfactory, but not as good as would

appear from the figure. Although we chose to
normalize to the square of the control intensity,
as dictated by theory, we noticed that in this
case, with exact two-photon resonance, the ex-
perimental signal increased slightly more slowly
than I,'. The discrepancy between this power de-
pendence and the theory is not completely under-
stood. It may arise from a partial saturation of
the two-photon resonance. This discrepancy was
not observed when tuned off of two-photon reson-
ance as shown in Fig. 4.

The spectra shown in Fig. 7 clearly demonstrate
that the rotation effect may serve as a sensitive
technique for detection of two-photon resonances.
If this data had been obtained with nax row-band

=Io(8 —4b 7i l8) . (25)

Figure 9 shows the evolution of the signal as the
analyzing polarizer is rotated away from the
crossed position, and illustrates how a dispersive
shaped signal is obtained.

Detection of two-photon resonances is often ac-
complished by monitoring the fluorescence which

lasers and oppositely propagating beams, Doppler-
free spectra" could have been obtained. The two-
photon resonance observed with this rotation tech-
nique is a result of both the real and imaginary
parts of the two-photon susceptibility. It is easily
shown that in the limit of low intensities, the in-
tensity which passes through an initially crossed
polarizer is given by

(24)

where I, is the intensity of the signal laser, and
Ag and hn are the differences of the real and
imaginary parts, respectively, of the complex
susceptibility for right and. left circularly polar-
ized light. Note that Ao. and Aq are related by
Kramers-Kronig relationships so if Aa were
Lorentzian, as would be the case for Doppler-
free two-photon spectroscopy, then the signal
given in Eq. (24) is also Lorentzian.

By setting the analyzing polarizer at some angle,
0 away from the. perfectly crossed position, one
can obtain a signal which is essentially proportion-
al to ~g alone. In this case one obtains

I =I [8 —4b q f8+(&q +b.n )l ]
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FIG. 8. Normalized transmission of signal at exact
two-photon resonance through crossed polarizer vs
wavelength of signal laser.
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FIG. 9. Dependence of signal transmission on angle .

of analyzing polarizer. Vertical scale and zero differ
for each angle. The noise is due to shot-to-shot fluctua-
tions in laser power.
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results from the two-photon excited state. How-

ever, in some cases this fluorescence may be
very weak or masked by a strong background as
in the case of a discharge and therefore may be
difficult to observe. In this case one must detect
the change in transmission due to the two-photon
resonances which usually result in a very low
signal to background ratio. The signal to back-
ground ratio for spectra obtained with the rotation
effect is

+1clll

8 7o0

I

3/2 1/2

= V2

FIG. 10. Signal transmission vs control-laser fre-
quency through crossed polarizer and through polarizer
at 7 . Signal laser vravelength is 5888.8, control-laser
intensity is 10 W/cm, signal™-laserintensity is 10 W/
cm .

(26)

where P is the extinction coefficient of the polar-
izers. This expression maximizes at 8=4, and
hence with good polarizers, excellent values for
A can be obtained.

%hereas the two-photon resonances observed in
Fig. 7 are to be clearly expected, the resonances
at the 3P,i, -5S,i, frequency would not be expected
on the basis of the discussion given in Sec. II.
This additional resonance is a collision-induced
signal. The 3P,~, state is actually populated by
absorption of signal laser photons. Collisions are
required since the signal laser is not resonant with
the 3S,i,-3P,~, transition. By reduc'ing the buffer
gas pressure we can virtually eliminate this
resonance. The effect of the control laser is to
modify the population of certain m; sublevels of
the 3P,i, state by causing transitions to 5S,y,.
This change in population causes the dispersion
of the 3S,(,-3P3(, resonance transition to be dif-
ferent for right and left circularly polarized light and
hence a rotation in the signal polarization. In Fig.
10 we show the signal as it is observed through a
slightly uncrossed polarizer. The two-photon
resonance has a dispersion shape. The other

resonance has the shape of an absorption causing
transitions between 3P,~, and 5S,~,.

V. DISCUSSION

Two important figures of merit af an optical
switch are the peak transmission and the extinc-
tion rate of the device. The data given in Fig. 5

show a peak transmission of about 45%, however
we have been able to obtain transmissions as high
as Vo%%uo. The extinction obtained with the switch
in the "off" position (i.e., in the absence of the
control beam) was limited by quality of the gian
polarlzers. For signai wave lengths in the Un-
mediate vicinity of the D, resonance line, we
found that the signal beam became strongly de-
polarized. This depolarization is due to an el-
lipse rotation effect and, will be the subject of a
future publication. %ith the exception of this re-
gion, the extinction was generally Io '. It should
be noted that for the conditions of Fig. 5, we ob-
served strong self-defocusing of the signal beam.
The index change which produces the defocusing
is due to the nonlinearity of the SS-3P single-
photon resonances and is of the same order as the
rotation effect. Hence, the focusing or defocusing
effects can be reduced by increasing the beam
diameters, while keeping the control intensity

t ttop 'd th t t gl. S:h
an increase was not possible in our experiments
since our control-laser power was limited. The
focusing or defocusing effects can also be reduced
by operating at a signal wavelength further from
the 3S-3P intermediate state resonance.

The speed at which an optical shutter utilizing
the rotation effect opens or closes is determined
only by the temporal characteristics of the con-
trol-laser pulse. One must, however, operate
at wavelengths which are sufficiently removed
from the two-photon resonances such that all
spectral components of the pulses produce the
same rotation.

Figure 8 clearly illustrates the benefit obtained
by using a nearly resonant intermediate state.
However, it does not necessarily imply that such
a resonance is required. If one must operate at
a wavelength for which no nearly resonant inter-
mediate state exists, ~ne should increase either
the density of the atomic vapor or the control-
laser power level. Note that both of these param-
eters can be increased significantly since we wQl
not experience either the loss or the nonlinear ef-
fects such as self-focusing associated with a
nearly resonant intermediate state.

Gases possess the advantageous properties of
tolerance to high optical-power densities, of
transparency over wide ranges of the electromag-
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netic spectrum, and of ease of scaling to arbitrary
dimensions. By choosing the atomic system and
the frequency of the control beam appropriately,
it should be possible to control beams from the
far-infrared to the vacuum ultraviolet.

For the purposes of spectroscopy the rotation
effect provides a sensitive technique for detection
of two-photon absorption spectra with high signal
to background ratio. When compared with direct
measurement of the attenuation produced by two-
photon absorption, one improves the signal to
background ratio by approximately the square
root of the extinction ratio'of the polarizers used.
The rotation also provides a direct measurement
of the two-photon cross section if one is able to
accurately determine the vapor density and con-
trol-laser power. Interference eff ects between
different contributions to the rotation such as

were observed, can give very aeeurate values
for relative cross sections or oscillation
strengths.

The concept of two-photon dispersion which is
utilized in these experiments can also be applied
to many other phenomena such as self-focusing"
and s elf -phase-modulation. ' Two-photon group
velocity dispersion should be useful for pulse
compression. Many new applications can be ex-
pected in the future.
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